
 

Luxury Coastal Escapes offer Guests the opportunity to stay in a real home with the comforts of a hotel. Booking through LCE will 
guarantee Guests a certain standard of home.  

Most importantly that the bedrooms are presented and handed over to a hotel standard with white neutral linen. Guests love the idea of 
staying in a home, but they don’t want to sleep in someone else’s bed. It is very important that you assess your linen, bedding and towels at 
this stage of the year to ensure that you have everything ready for your Guests arrival.  Please remember that it is not just your linen quality 
but your mattress comfort, duvet & pillow inners and mattress protectors that all need to be considered. Please don’t leave lumpy pillows 
or duvet inners for your Guests, this will be picked up by our Arrivals Team. Always consider the Guests comfort — they are paying a 
premium to rent your home. 

Below is a table showing standard South African bed sizes and dimensions to ensure that you order the correct linen sizes. Please note that 
beds longer than 188 cm are considered extra length and mattresses deeper than 27 cm require fitted sheets with extra depth. It is very 
important that you measure and order correctly.  

BED LINEN SIZE CHART 
Sizes in Metric: Width x Length x Depth 

* Extra Length Mattress will be NORTH’s general mattress sizes. 

LINEN SIZE SUGGESTIONS 
These size charts have been designed to ensure the bed linen you are purchasing is the right size 
for your bed. Whether it's a single, double, king, super-king (or you can't remember) — all you need 
is a tape measure. 

We suggest that if you have a single size bed, then go for a three quarter sheets and covers and if 
you have a queen size bed, then choose a king size covers and sheets, etc. For the king beds, 
please consider the king size pillows and super king bedding and linen.  

Two standard pillows (45 cm x 70 cm) per single & three quarter bed, and four standard pillows per   
 double bed. Queen & King bed will require four king pillows (50 cm x 90 cm) per bed.

Bed Description Standard Mattress Size Extra Length Mattress* Pillow Sizes

Single 91 x 188 x 27 91 x 200 x 29 45 x 70 (two per bed)

Three Quarter 107 x 188 x 27 107 x 200 x 29 45 x 70 (two per bed)

Double 137 x 188 x 27 137 x 200 x 29 45 x 70 (four per bed)

Queen 152 x 188 x 27 152 x 200 x 29 45 x 70 (four per bed)

King 183 x 188 x 27 183 x 200 x 29 50 x 90 (four per bed)

Super King 200 x 188 x 27 200 x 200 x 29 50 x 90 (four per bed)


